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INVISIBLE LANDSCAPES SEMINAR 2015

This document includes information about the seminar including information about the contributors, links to 
reviews, workshop activities and further reading alongside feedback from participents.

This seminar brought together leading creative practitioners to explore different approaches to embedding 
creative activity into the places where we live, work and play on Friday 4 December 2015. 
The first part of the day consisted of presentations by our guest speakers followed by a series of workshops/
provocations led by OSR Project associate artists/curators.

Activities took place at the OSR Project Space, Inn the Square (bar and restaurant) various locations around the 
village of West Coker and included a lunchtime tour of Dawe’s Twineworks by Ross Aitken (chair of the Coker 
Rope & Sail Trust)

52 people attended including invited contributors and OSR Projects staff 
Cost £10 including lunch.
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LINKS:

Link to review of the day by Sara Bowler 
https://www.a-n.co.uk/reviews/invisible-landscapes-4-december-2015

Link to notes from the day by Deborah Westmancoat
http://osrprojects.net/archive-projects/notes-from-the-invisible-landscapes-seminar-deborah-
westmancoat/ 

Link to pdf of workshop activity 
https://osrprojects.files.wordpress.com/2015/11/invisiblelandscapes_workshops.pdf 

Owain Jones’ reading list
http://osrprojects.net/archive-projects/owain-jones-reading-list/
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CONTRIBUTORS:

Sally Labern
Visual Artist and co-director of The Drawing Shed

The Drawing Shed is a contemporary arts organisation set up in 2009; It is led by visual artists Sally Labern and 
Bobby Lloyd who practice both collaboratively and autonomously, using diverse media and engaging with ideas 
led work around creating ‘communities of the imagination‘ and issues of resilience,  resistance,  commonality,  
class, and displacement. Based on two housing estates in Walthamstow, East London, from where they bridge 
on and off, the work is inter-generational and inter-cultural and involves diverse partners and communities 
which include teenage girls, boys, women, mixed gender adult groups and older people.

http://www.thedrawingshed.org/

Owain Jones
Professor of Environmental Humanities; School of Humanities and Cultural Industries:  
Bath Spa University

Owain gained a PhD in Cultural Geography at the University of Bristol in 1997 and since then has researched 
and written about many aspects of nature-society relations, landscape, place, memory and the environmental 
crisis. He has conducted research projects on trees, place and landscape; floods, communities and memory; 
food chains and ecology; tidal landscapes; animals and society; and children, nature and place. His is currently 
leading a 1.5 million pound Arts and Humanities Research Council Connected Communities research  project 
which involves eight UK universities, community partners and artists in four case study areas across the UK. 
This project is seeking to creatively explore and transform connections within and between communities, 
and communities and nature  in relation to water issues. Owain was appointed as the first Professor on the 
Environmental Humanities in the UK in 2014 at Bath Spa University.   He has published over 70 scholarly articles 
and two books – Geography and Memory: Identity, Place and Becoming (2012) with Jo Garde-Hansen; and Tree 
Cultures: The Place of Trees, and Trees in their Place (2002) with Paul Cloke.

Academia.edu/OwainJones

Sally Watkins
Co-Artistic Director and Curator- b-side Festival

Sally is a curator for b-side festival and a practising artist. Her interests are in site-specific practices and 
collaborations in place. She has worked as a commission manager for a number of years with artists working 
in the visual arts, live and performance and text based practice. Sally has mentored and supported early and 
mid artists, most recently with artists who wish to expand their practice from gallery to non-traditional spaces. 
She is currently interested in the collaboration and exchange between communities, curators and artists, and 
questioning where ownership and authorship reside.

http://b-side.org.uk/
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OSR PROJECTS ASSOCIATE ARTISTS/CURATORS

Jethro Brice
Artist

Jethro works across media and fields of professional practice, using found materials and borrowed languages 
to elicit layered histories of place. He works with other people in diverse contexts, to develop collaborative 
approaches for an unsettled future and a contested past.

Jethro studied environmental art at the Glasgow School of Art (2006) and was recently awarded an AHRC 
doctoral studentship at the University of Bristol, to develop a creative geography of change in the wider 
Severn estuary. With Seila Fernandez Arconada he produces Some:when , a participatory public art project 
conceived in response to flooding on the Somerset levels, initiated with a grant from the Somerset Community 
Foundation. Recent exhibitions include Unruly Waters (Parlour Showrooms, Bristol) and The Power of the Sea 
(Royal West of England Academy).

Alexander Stevenson
Artist

Alexander mines information using processes usually associated with anthropologists, historians and 
researchers to create artworks, journeys and films. Huge fabric sculptures, live theatrical performances and 
narratives generated from remote locations are just some of the outcomes of these interests. The work is 
informed by knowledge systems; how history is made and re-made through storytelling, objects and activities.

Past activity includes a residency at Karst in Plymouth, a major new work for the Bristol Biennial, a commission 
for GoMA as part of Glasgow International Festival, a commission for Grand Union in Birmingham, headlining 
The Arches Live Festival in Glasgow, and a major commission for the fringe of the British Art Show 7 in 
Nottingham.

Working with Glasgow based Unit 7   Alex has developed a series of artist residencies including taking five UK 
artists to Orkney to carry out unusual residencies in the landscape, including; a lighthouse, a beach on a golf 
course, and a bothy full of climbers.

www.alexanderstevenson.com

Tim Martin
Artist and curator at Hestercombe Gallery

Tim Martin is a Devon based artist/curator interested in collaborative practice with artists and audiences. Over 
the past two years Tim has curated a programme of exhibitions and events at Hestercombe Gallery that has 
included work by leading British artists including Tracey Emin, Mark Wallinger, Mark Quinn, Gavin Turk, Adam 
Chodzko and Bill Woodrow. Being particularly interested in how Hestercombe can contribute to the visual arts 
ecology of the South West he is has developed a programme of residencies and seminars that run alongside the 
exhibitions and have become an integral part of the programme.

Tim’s artistic practice currently involves moving image, context based work, sculpture, drawing and painting 
and making work through engagement with others. His practice is concerned with the natural world and man’s 
relationship to it with inspiration being drawn from journeys made in the landscape, specific sites or issues.

www.timmartin.com
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52%
Guest Speakers

52%
60%

68%
Guest Artists/

workshop facilitator

Dawe's Twineworks 
visit 

Networking  

Particular interest in 
embedded approaches to

 contemporary art practice 

84%

Q1 Why did you decide to attend this event?  
(more than one answer was allowed)

Feedback: 52 attendees, 9 questions  27 responses. 

Q2 How did you find out about this event? 
(more than one answer was allowed)

Friend/Colleague

54.55%
22.73%

13.64%

OSR Projects 
Website

22.73%

OSR Projects 
Newsletter 

13.64%
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Q3 Was enough information provided in advance of the event? 

Q4 How would you rate the venue/location?
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Q5 Overall, how would you rate the quality of lunch and refreshments? 

Q6 Overall, how would you rate the quality of of the presentations? 

EXCELLENT   VERY GOOD   GOOD  FAIR   POOR

EXCELLENT   VERY GOOD   GOOD  FAIR   POOR
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Q7 Overall, how would you rate the quality of the artist-led workshops? 

EXCELLENT   VERY GOOD   GOOD  FAIR   POOR

Q8 Overall, how would you rate the quality of tour of Dawe’s Twineworks? 
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Q9 How would you rate the value for money of this event?

Feedback from attendees:

this event exceeded my expectations and helped me make decisions I was unable to make before attending.

I could only stay for the first 2 talks. I found the Owain Jones very inspiring and wished I could have stayed till the end of 
that.... I found the b-side talk a bit unfocussed. I really came to see the place for the first time and hope to be in contact in 
the future.

I thought the quality of the speakers was extra special - and I was particularly interested in their topics and what they had 
to say (rather than being more generally interested as can sometimes be the case with art talks). Jethro’s workshop was 
perfectly pitched to where I am currently with my thinking.

There was a very good balance between the presentations by the speakers and the opportunity to get involved within the 
workshop. There was also available time for networking which is an essential element of this type of event.

A really interesting, engaging day. A part of me wishing it could have been longer to give ideas/discussion more time to 
develop, though really I think the duration was a success in regards to making the event digestible and accessible in terms 
of cost/time commitment.

The first speaker was excellent.

A great day - thank you

Excellent event and will come again. Could start a bit earlier say 10 or 10.30 as the second seminar was a bit rushed. Bit 
difficult to hear/see if the presenters were sitting down and some of the chairs were very squeaky! Very varied event so 
something for everyone. Enjoyed the enthusiasm and inspiration from everyone.

More, more, more! We need this kind of event in Somerset There is a spirit of generosity to OSR Projects - a fertile forum 
for nurturing ideas and opening up new possibilities and ways of thinking. Good to a wide range of ages at the event too.

I really enjoyed this event and found Sally Watkins’ talk particularly useful and interesting. The other two talks were also 
good but Sally’s addressed “embedded approaches” most specifically. I felt welcomed and encouraged and I liked the way 
there was time for conversation and tea throughout a busy day, Thank you!
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A really well-paced and well-planned event. Liked the balance between listening to speakers and hands-on activity. The 
speakers were well-chosen for being diverse in their approaches and styles while related in their themes. I wish I could have 
done all the workshops! They were a good learning opportunity but also a good way of networking because doing some-
thing together is really powerful. The whole day underlined how OSR is a special organisation/space - very welcoming and 
relaxed yet completely focused and serious in what it does. An excellent day - I’m still unpicking and reflecting on what I 
learned and who I met. Thank you.

I thought the concept of a venue embedded within its community, the way links were made to share space (pub) and open 
up resources (Twineworks) added significant value to the subject matter of the seminar. The quality and diversity of speak-
ers/subject matter led for a thought provoking day and I quite like that we were left to take away our own connections/
insights rather than have key points wrapped up by a panel discussion. I’m sorry not to have been able to stay for the pub 
afterwards as I’m sure many fruitful conversations continued. I feel that there was perhaps a missed opportunity with the 
workshops in their potential to define the next phase of the twineworks artist programme - this may have been a more 
fruitful way of beginning conversations with artists rather than through the traditional open call.

Not enough time for networking during the day (busy lunch hour) and had to leave promptly at the end for school pick up

Aside from a brief trip to the pub at the end of the day the chances for networking interactions were a little limited, which 
was a shame considering everybody had travelled quite far. The workshop using mud seemed a little weak and perhaps 
needed more focused development, but overall the quality of OSRs work and facilities was very impressive and the day felt 
both useful and generous.

It would be interesting to have a space/opportunity to find out who else attended, what their practise is and contact details 
(if they wished) to promote exchange/future projects. There seemed to be a lot of interesting people in the room and you 
don’t always get a chance to speak to many other attendees.

It was my first OSR event and I came alone but I really felt welcome (even though I am not an established artist) and found 
the talks utterly compelling and I have talked about it pretty non stop since coming back! I will definitely look out for more 
events by OSR in the future.

The event was very well organised but would rather have done the workshop straight after lunch to avoid the post-lunch 
snooze while listening to a talk..!

Thought provoking, thoroughly engaging, well organised and an opportunity for networking with artists whose work I 
respect.

It was accessible, not too much art speak or academic obfuscation. As meticulously planned and executed as these things 
can be without being overly pressured or baggy at any point. Loads of interesting people in attendance, good audience 
questions and an empathetic feeling in the room throughout. No conflicts or point scoring just an open dialogue. Very con-
ducive to thinking and reflecting. Liked it a lot.

It was excellent. I particularly enjoyed Sally Watkins presentation, since it focussed on artists in residence and the chal-
lenges of negotiating with them, and with the communities in which they were embedded at Portland. Great practical 
examples for curator and artist and observer.

This was just a really positive set of seminars on many levels. The speakers in particular were excellent, and provided much 
food for thought by sharing their experiences. The high number of people in attendance was also a plus, and it was easy to 
meet new people as well as old friends and colleagues. Everything was very well timed, and the Twine works visit was a joy. 
Thank you for a great day all involved!

A very well balanced perspective combining the academic with the in practice street perspective. A good opportunity to 
catch up with long standing colleagues still practicing in the sector. A very stimulating and inspiring day thank you
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Really enjoyed the mix of talks with hands on visits/workshops, lots of opportunity to chat. Also really surprised to see 
so many people there who I know but haven’t had a chance to see for a while given distance. A really interesting mix of 
engaged people. Loved workshop number 1 - despite feeling initially spooked by handout! Twine works visit fascinating & 
exciting given the call out. Catering great (special diet provision particularly good). Loved the use of non art village venue 
alongside OSR & support of village economy/relationships. Thank you all round!

Everything I have already posted on facebook and used on the OSR site still stands. Fantastic to have such challenging 
discourse in Somerset, and to share the day with some really engaging speakers and fellow attendees.

A couple of questions here are not relevant to my experience. I didn’t go on the Dawes tour, and I didn’t experience the 
workshops as, due to a bereavement, I left after lunch. I found Sally’s talk a little repetitive and unsurprising, given my own 
experience, but Owain’s talk was incredibly substantial and made some really valuable connections for me. I’m sorry I didn’t 
have the personal energy to stay and contribute to the workshop. But I’m very glad I attended, I came away with plenty of 
food for thought. Thanks.

It was my first arts seminar and I felt the talks and workshops where varied, well organised and all very thought provoking. 
I felt an energy and happiness from the attendees before the day ended. Some artists commented that they did not like 
wearing name badges. Maybe something to think about for next time.


